SAILORS’ SINS

THE CONFESSIONAL
at Dinard, North
Brittany. The lock
was jam-packed
with crews like us
seeking an upriver
break from
the inclement
weather, all
squashed together
with a large
vedette taking its
bedraggled
passengers up
to Dinan.
A large crowd
had gathered
to watch the
chaos and a
distinguishedlooking
Frenchman in a
small motorboat
took it on himself
to bring some
order. Unfortunately for us, as the road
bridge began to descend, it became
apparent that it would foul our backstay.
Immediate action was required!
In the cockpit, Dave quickly readied a coil
for throwing – we had one chance to secure
a line to the far side of the lock and swing
the stern away from the descending bridge.
The watching crowd held its collective
breath as the rope arced over the lock
towards the distinguished Frenchman. The
throw was so good the line fell across his
head and, sadly, dislodged his wig. Oh la la!
In the resulting uproar we almost failed to
get the line secured and the yacht safely
swung across out of danger. W

Cut once, think twice
By Christopher Anstock

Perhaps it’s the Para Handy in me, but
I like a bit of comfort in a boat. Carpet in
the saloon and slippers on when the sailing
is finished suits me just fine. The carpet
I laid four or five years ago was getting a
bit scruffy and was due for replacement.
Fitting it hadn’t been easy. There were
lots of cut-outs, awkward shapes and bits
to fit around. The new one was going to be
easy peasy – use the old bit as a template,
mark out the shape and cut along the
dotted line. Half an hour, max.
A carpet shop sold me a nice off-cut,
just big enough, and with this laid on the
pontoon I put the old carpet on top, back to
back so as to mark a clean, accurate edge.
Half an hour later and I had a beautifully
cut new carpet – the mirror image of what
was needed. Anyone got a Leisure 27 with
nav table to starboard and galley to port?

Hairy moment

Send us your confessions

An ‘after you, Claude’ attitude had ensured
that Saint Jack, our Contest 36, was the last
yacht into the big lock into the River Rance

Confess your ‘sailing sin’ in 200 words
and send to: yachting_monthly@
ipcmedia.com. If we publish it, we’ll send
you an original Peyton cartoon.

By Tony Parker

“a bit”

It’s quite simple...
If you have to shout on board,
you’d do better with a Deckband
It’s a Bluetooth crew communication system
Starting from as little as £395
with man overboard as well...

Crystal Clear Crew. Communication.
for more details visit:
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www.deckband.co.uk
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